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Sex and cervical cancer
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Carcinoma of the cervix is a major health problem
throughout the world. After breast cancer, it is the
second commonest malignancy in women, with an
incidence of about half a million cases a year. In some
localities-Africa, India, and certain other Asian
countries-it is the commonest cancer in women; in
Europe and North America it is the fourth common-
est.' Data from some developed countries show a
reduction in cervical cancer mortality of about 30%
between 1960 and 1980, presumably because of early
diagnosis through screening programmes.2 In England
and Wales, however, there has been only a small
decline in deaths from this cause in the past 20 years,
and 2000 women a year still die of it.3 During the past
decade there has been a pronounced increase in
cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN), particularly in
young women,45 and Beral, using a computer model,
has predicted a 60% increase in cervical cancer
registrations and a 70% increase in mortality in
women aged under 50 in 10 years' time.6
Squamous carcinoma of the cervix is the culmina-

tion of CIN, which is a series of progressive epithelial
changes. Although the pathogenesis of these changes
is not well understood, the cytology and histology of
CIN is clear,7 and invasive cancer of the cervix could
be completely prevented if CIN was detected by
screening tests and treated correctly. Epidemiological
studies have made it possible to define some
behavioural and other characteristics of women who
are at relatively high risk ofcervical cancer, and recent
advances in basic science have clarified, at least in part,
the aetiology of the disease. The purpose of this paper
is to review this evidence with particular reference to
women who attend clinics for sexually transmitted
diseases, and to look for ways in which the services in
these clinics can be used or modified to reduce the
likelihood of invasive cervical disease in this group.
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Epidemiological review

Domenico Rigoni-Stern was chief physician of a
hospital in Verona, and he analysed mortality from
cancer in that city for the years 1760-1839.' He
pointed out that cancer of the uterus (and he was
probably referring to the cervix) was commoner in
married women and widows than in unmarried
women, and was unknown in those bound by monastic
vows. He suggested that the liability of a uterus to
cancer might depend on "the natural exercise of its
functions." It is difficult to be sure what he meant by
this, but he was probably referring to either menstrua-
tion or childbirth. These observations were largely
forgotten until qtite recently, but in the early 1950s
several studies confirmed the extreme rarity of carcin-
oma of the cervix in Catholic nuns.9`' In the discussion
of these findings, emphasis was placed not on the
celibacy of these- women but on their childlessness,
because at the time chronic cervicitis and cervical
lacerations during delivery were regarded as being of
major aetiological importance.

During the 1960s, links were noted between carcin-
oma of the cervix and prostitution. Studies of the
inmates of women's prisons showed that the disease
was four to six times commoner in these women than
in the general population." 2 In London, Keighley
found that 9% of a group of prostitute's in prison had
cytological evidence of carcinoma in situ.'3 It was
becoming clearer that there were links between
carcinoma of the cervix and coitus. A series of case
control epidemiological studies followed, in which
associations were sought between the disease and
factors relating to female sexuality." The two key
variables that discriminated between women with and
without cervical cancer were found to be coitarche at
the age of 17 or younger and the lifetime number of
sexual partners. There were no associations with the
frequency of coitus, patterns of menstruation, or with
numbers of abortions, pregnancies, or deliveries.
Associations between cervical cancer and marital
instability, multiple marriages, and a history of sex-
ually transmitted disease (STD) existed, but these were
regarded as covariables of the number of sexual
partners. The data support the idea that cervical
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cancer is caused, in whole or in part, by one or more
sexually transmitted agents. The relative importance
of age at coitarche has been much discussed. It is
argued that the cervical epithelium ofa young woman,
which is undergoing squamous metaplasia, is
peculiarly vulnerable to the effects of sexually trans-
mitted agents. If this were so, it would be expected that
if coitarche was occurring at a younger age the
incidence of cervical cancer would be likely to rise.
Beral has observed that, although there are no data on
changes in age at coitarche in successive generations of
women, the average age at first marriage, which is a
related variable, fell from 25-8 years in 1921 to 22.4
years in 1971, but a corresponding increase in mor-
tality has not been found.'4 It is obviously important to
try to disentangle the correlated factors of age at
coitarche and number of sexual partners. When this
was done in a case control study ofCIN, the number of
partners emerged as an independent risk factor.5
A doctor working in the late 1980s must be impres-

sed by the readiness with which his predecessors
attributed cervical cancer to female promiscuity,
rather as Victorian doctors attributed venereal disease
to prostitution. In both cases, of course, male sexual
behaviour is an important risk factor; in many
societies, the risk of a woman developing cervical
cancer depends as much, or more, on her partner's
sexual behaviour as on her own.

Male factors

CIRCUMCISION
As early as the eighteenth century, Jewish women were

recognised as having a low risk of cervical cancer,
despite multiple pregnancies and often poor living
conditions.'6 Subsequent studies confirmed the low
incidence ofthe disease in Jewish women living both in
Israel and elsewhere,'7 18 and this was variously
attributed to genetic factors, diet, or adherence to
Mosaic law. In the Fiji islands in the 1930s a lower
incidence of cervical cancer was noted in native
Fijians, whose partners were circumcised, than in
resident Indian women, whose partners were not.
Handley suggested that the preputial sac might har-
bour potentially oncogenic bacteria or other agents,'9
which might explain the relative freedom of Jewesses
from cervical malignancy. In the 1950s several attem-
pts were made to induce neoplasms in animals by the
inoculation ofhuman smegma, with unconvincing and
contradictory results. In his analysis of a series of
epidemiological studies conducted to test the circum-
cision hypothesis, Rotkin concluded that "there is
.little likelihood that non-circumcision of sexual part-
ners increases the risk of cervical cancer to any

extent."`
The relatively low risk of carcinoma of the cervix in
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Jewish women is therefore unexplained, although it
has been observed that those who do develop the
disease tend to have the same risk factors as other
women.'82' Perhaps the explanation lies in
endogamous marriages and monogamous patterns of
sexual behaviour, as suggested by Martin.22

MALE SEXUAL BEHAVIOUR
The importance of the "male factor" in the aetiology
of cervical cancer has been emphasised in several
studies. Beral noted high mortality in the wives ofmen
whose work entailed travel and prolonged absences
from home,'4 who might be more likely to engage in
extramarital intercourse. Buckley et al studied a group
of women who had had intercourse with only their
husbands, and found that the risk ofcervical neoplasia
increased with the number of other sexual partners of
the husbands.23 Skegg et al noted the extremely high
incidence of cervical cancer in some parts of Latin
America, in contrast with the substantial decline in
mortality in many western industrialised societies
during the past half century.24 They suggested that in
societies where marital fidelity is expected in women,
whereas premarital and extramarital intercourse is
common and tacitly approved in men, the sexual
transmission of oncogenic agents might lead to high
levels ofcervical cancer. This could be the case in parts
of Latin America. In Europe, on the other hand, a
change in male sexual behaviour, particularly in
relation to prostitution, may have led to the general
decline in cervical cancer mortality. This decline was,
however, interrupted in women born between 1911
and 1926, who were young adults during the second
world war when the incidence ofSTD was high,'4 and
again with the later advent ofthe "permissive society."
Kessler sought an answer to the question: Is the risk of
developing cervical cancer greater in the wives ofmen
who at some time in their lives were married to other
women with cervical cancer?'6 Preliminary data
indicated the existence of such associations; "marital
clusters" were identified in which two wives of one
man developed cervical neoplasms more often than
could have happened by chance.

SOCIAL CLASS AND OCCUPATION
In the United Kingdom, a married woman's social
class is determined by her husband's occupation. Beral
analysed standardised mortality from cervical cancer
and found that there was a clear social class gradient,
death from the disease being much commoner in the
wives of unskilled labourers than in the wives of
professional men. '4 Furthermore, there was a wide
range of standardised mortality within each social
class, the highest rates being found in the wives of
husbands whose work entails travel away from home,
such as long distance lorry drivers and fishermen, in
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Sex and cervical cancer
whom STDs, which are indicative of extramarital
intercourse, are relatively common.

CERVICAL CANCER AS AN STD
There is some evidence of an association between
carcinoma of the penis and of the cervix in marital
partners. Several workers in Puerto Rico, New York
State, and London have reported a significant excess
ofdeaths from cervical cancer in the wives ofmen with
penile cancer,2527 and some cases ofcancer in these two
sites may have a common aetiology. Interestingly,
whereas circumcision gives protection against penile
cancer, it is not established as protecting women from
cervical cancer. The sexual transmission of an
oncogenic agent might be prevented by barrier con-
traception, and Rotkin cites five studies that indicate
that condoms and diaphragms are used less often, and
withdrawal or no attempt at contraception more
often, by patients with cervical cancer than by con-
trols.20 Beral has observed that mortality from cervical
cancer rose and fell at rates consistent with the rise and
fall in the incidence of the classical venereal diseases,
gonorrhoea and syphilis 20 years previously. This also
suggests that the sexual transmission ofan aetiological
agent plays a part in the pathogenesis of cervical
cancer.

Aetiology

One agent alone is most unlikely to cause cervical
cancer. In general, malignancy is now believed to
result from the interaction ofa whole series ofhost and
exogenous factors operating over time. Thirty or 40
years ago research was more concerned with the
pursuit of individual variables, and several sexually
transmitted micro-organisms were studied in the
search for a "cause" ofcervical cancer. For example, it
was noted in the 1940s that women with cervical
cancer were more likely to have syphilis than the
general population,28 but promiscuity was a confound-
ing variable and when this was taken into account the
association disappeared.29 Similarly, a role for Tri-
chomonas vaginalis was suspected at one time, as
trichomoniasis may be associated with cervical atypia
or even with invasive carcinoma.30 It is now accepted
that the infection and cervical neoplasia are more
likely to be covariables of promiscuity.

CHLAMYDIA TRACHOMATIS
C trachomatis is an obligate intracellular parasite that
is a common cause of inflammatory cervical disease.3'
Ultrastructure studies have shown the presence of the
organism at the squamocolumnar junction.32
Chlamydial infections are inherently chronic and,
once established in the cervix, can persist for many
months.33 Could they have an oncogenic potential?
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Several seroepidemiological studies have shown
associations between C trachomatis and cervical dys-
plasia, women with dysplasia showing higher titres
than controls.`43 In studies of this kind matching
controls for sexual factors, particularly the number of
partners, is essential. Schachter et al reported that the
excess of chlamydial antibodies in women with dys-
plasia still held good when they were carefully mat-
ched with controls for numbers of sexual partners.
There is no evidence ofan association between cervical
dysplasia and the synchronous isolation of C tra-
chomatis.?6

Briggs and Paavonen have pointed out that the
interpretation of the cytology results reported in
association with chlamydial infection is clouded by the
varying criteria used to define "cervical atypia."37 The
meaning of the abnormalities is uncertain. Some may
be an early part ofthe CIN continuum, but others may
represent an epithelial reparative process after damage
by infection. Only careful prospective studies will
resolve this dilemma. Until then, judgment on the
possibility ofan oncogenic role for C trachomatis must
be reserved.

VIRAL INFECTION
If a sexually transmitted infectious agent plays a part
in the pathogenesis of cervical cancer, it is more likely
to be a virus than a protozoon or bacterium. Several
types of virus are known to cause cancer in animals,38
and viral infection appears to be a necessary part ofthe
multifactorial aetiology of some malignancies in man.
Although exposure to the virus is a primary risk factor,
the number of people so exposed far exceeds the
number developing malignancy, so that cofactors
must determine the outcome. This is exemplified by
infection with Epstein-Barr virus (EBV), which is
widespread throughout the world. In tropical Africa,
however, a secondary environmental factor, holoen-
demic malaria, influences the development of Burkitt's
lymphoma, and in China a secondary host factor,
HLA haplotype, influences the development of naso-
pharyngeal carcinoma.39 It is difficult to prove that a
virus has an oncogenic role in man, because some
viruses might simply persist as non-oncogenic passen-
gers. The persistent expression of viral DNA sequen-
ces in tumour cells certainly suggests a causal link,
particularly if the viral DNA sequences are integrated
into the genetic material of the host cell. The presence
of viral antibodies in patients with malignant disease
would be important only if the antibody titre was
higher than in control subjects, and if the development
of antibodies could be shown to precede the
appearance of the cancer.

During the past 20 years, much effort has been
directed to studying two viruses that may be oncogenic
to the cervix, first herpes simplex virus type 2 (HSV2),
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then more recently specific types of human
papillomavirus (HPV).

Herpes simplex virus
Herpes viruses can be oncogenic both in animals and
man.4' The suggestion that HSV2 might play a part in
the pathogenesis of cervical cancer was initially based
on seroepidemiological studies that showed that the
prevalence, and in some studies the titre, of antibodies
was greater in women with invasive and preinvasive
disease than in control groups. Of about 30 such case
control studies performed throughout the world, only
six have failed to show this difference.4' There is,
however, some difficulty in finding strength and
consistency in these investigations. Even in positive
studies, up to half the women with invasive cervical
cancer may not show detectable antibodies.4' The
problems with studies of this kind are: firstly, the
comparability of the different methods used to detect
viral antibodies; secondly, the difficulty, with some
serological techniques, of distinguishing between
HSV2 and HSV1 antibodies; and thirdly, the failure,
in many of the studies, to match the test and control
groups for sexual experience. In the few studies that
did this, however, correlation between HSV2
antibodies and cervical neoplasia was still found.42

Molecular biological data concerning HSV2 and
cervical cancer, which fit a classic model of a tumour
induced byDNA virus, have proved difficult to collect.
In the laboratory, DNA sequences of HSV2 are
capable of transforming rodent fibroblasts in culture
into cells resembling tumour cells.43 In human
material, although antigens specific to HSV and RNA
specific to HSV2 have been detected in CIN and
cervical cancer cells," 45 detecting episomal or

integrated HSV DNA sequences has been very
difficult.39 To reconcile these conflicting data, Gall-
oway and McDougall support the theory that HSV
initiates, but does not maintain, transformation-the
so-called "hit and run" hypothesis.'
Some prospective clinical studies have been perfor-

med. Detailed investigation of a group of women
attending an STD clinic in Oxford failed to show an
excess of dyskaryotic changes in those with current
HSV infection compared with other groups.47 Some of
the women were examined again up to four years later,
but again no excess of CIN was found in those with
herpes. Vonka et alprospectively studied a large group
of patients and found no evidence that the presence of
HSV2 antibodies, either on entry or up to four years
later, was associated with the development of cervical
neoplasia.4" On the other hand, Nahmias et al reported
that a group ofwomen with HSV2 antibodies followed
up prospectively showed a greater risk of cervical
neoplasia than women without antibodies.49
At one time HSV2 was thought to fit the
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requirements of a sexually transmitted carcinogen
quite well, but now there are doubts. There is only
limited evidence that the results of the
seroepidemiological studies cannot be explained by
differences in sexual behaviour, and some authorities
find the virological data convincing. HSV2 is no longer
thought to be a possible sole cause ofcervical cancer. It
may act as an initiator or promoter in conjunction
with HPV, bit it may be simpler to apply Occam's
razor and conclude that HSV does not play any
appreciable part in cervical cancer.:

Human papillomavirus
In contrast with HSV, the evidence suggesting a causal
role for HPV in cervical neoplasia comes predominan-
tly from molecular virology. Papillomaviruses are
oncogenic in some animals.' In man they are a
heterogeneous group, and DNA hybridisation studies
have shown that there are more than 40 types.5' HPV 6
and 11 are associated with clinical and subclinical
genital warts and with mild cervical dysplasia (CIN 1
and 2). HPV 16 and 18 are consistently associated with
invasive cervical, vulval, or penile cancers and the
higher grades of dysplasia.5253 HPV 31 has been found
in some patients with CIN, mostly in North America.4
HPV 16 or 18 have also been found in some cell lines
originally derived from cervical cancers.52 In these cell
lines, and in invasive cancer, the viral DNA sequences
are integrated into the host cells, whereas in benign
and premalignant lesions the DNA is episomal.5 HPV
structural proteins have been found in a large propor-
tion of CIN biopsy specimens.56 In general the his-
tology of genital lesions correlates well with the
presence of specific viral types, but about 10% of
benign condylomas contain sequences of HPV 16 or
18, and some carcinomas contain sequences of HPV
11.`' Furthermore, mixtures of viral types have been
reported in some biopsy specimens,57 58 and 10-30% of
women with colposcopically and histologically nor-
mal cervices show sequences of HPV 16.`"'

Seroepidemiological evidence to support the role of
HPV in the pathogenesis of cervical cancer is very
limited, as classic serological testing has been impossi-
ble because HPV cannot be propagated in the
laboratory to provide a source of antigen. A group
reactive antigen obtained from bovine papillomavirus
type 2 has, however, been used in an enzyme immune
assay system.62 Antibodies were -detected in 95% of
patients with anogenital warts, 60% of those with
CIN, 93% of those with cervical cancer, and 0-7% of
various control groups.

Further evidence supports a role for HPV genotypes
in the pathogenesis of cervical neoplasia. Malignant
transformation of benign genital warts has been
described many times.63 CIN is associated with vulval
warts' and with cervical HPV infection.65 A prospec-
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Sex and cervical cancer
tive study has shown that women with cytological
evidence of HPV as the sole cervical abnormality are
15 times more likely to progress to CIN than are
controls.' Progression of minor degrees of dysk-
aryosis to CIN 3 are more likely if associated with
HPV 16 than if associated with HPV 6.58 An increased
risk of CIN in the consorts of men with penile
condylomas has been reported.6` Transformation of
NIH3T3 cells in vitro by DNA sequences of HPV 16
has been deWcribed.' Genital warts are known to be
sexually transmissible,69 and although individual HPV
types have not been proved to be sexually transmitted,
it seems to be a reasonable assumption. All this
evidence has convinced many workers that certain
HPV types may be the sexually transmitted carcin-
ogens that have been sought for so many years.

Nevertheless, the data are in some respects incom-
plete, and not totally convincing. The numbers of
patients with cervical cancer and controls in whom the
various HPV types have been identified are mostly
small, and some of the differences could have arisen by
chance. The controls are often not satisfactorily
matched for, age, socioeconomic status, sexual
activity, or other relevant variables. One study showed
no difference in HPV 16 sequences, after age adjust-
ment, between patients with cervical cancer and
controls.70 Data on the association of HPV with CIN
also come from small numbers of patients about
whom there is often little or no demographic informa-
tion. A further problem in interpreting the data is that
comparison between various groups may be partly
invalidated by different methods of collecting cervical
material (such as biopsy or cervical scrape) and by the
use ofhybridisation methods (such as Southern blot or
dot blot), which may differ in sensitivity and
specificity.

Regarding the prospective studies, Franceschi et at'
have pointed out that, although CIN 3 is more sinister
than superficial dyskaryosis, it is still not a malignant
neoplasm; the causes of progression of CIN 3 to
invasive cancer are not known, and are not necessarily
the same at the causes of progression from a normal
cervix to CIN 3. The current high prevalence ofCIN 3
(and indeed of vulval, penile, and anal intraepithelial
neoplasia) possibly simply reflects an epidemic of
infection by HPVs that produce lesions that mimic
"genuine" CIN, but are inherently harmless.7' The
high prevalence of HPV sequences in women with
normal cervices may be thought to cast doubt on their
oncogenic role.72 This argument may not be valid
because, in general, the number ofpeople infected with
oncogenic viruses, such as EBV and hepatitis B
viruses, far exceed the number who subsequently
develop cancer. The prevalence of HPV in normal
cervices is a problem only if a sole cause of cervical
cancer is sought. Current opinion, based on
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knowledge of viral oncogenesis, is that if specific HPV
types are causally associated with cervical cancer there
is one or more cofactor.
HPV 16 was identified five years ago, and HPV 18

four years ago, which has not given enough time to
define their role in cervical neoplasia. Further
research, including well controlled prospective studies,
with standardised and reproducible laboratory
procedures, will be needed to clarify these problems.
Enough information is, however, already available to
make these efforts well worth while.

NON-INFECTIVE FACTORS

Cigarette smoking
Cigarette smoking is quite strongly associated with the
risk of both invasive cervical cancer and CIN.'673 The
possibility that this association is the resuilt of con-
founding it with sexual behaviour has been con-
sidered, but smoking persists as a risk factor after
adjustment for age at coitarche and numbers and
sexual background of sexual partners.'62374 Both nic-
totine and its major metabolic, cotinine, can be
detected in the cervical fluid of cigarette smokers.75

Sperm proteins
Ten years ago Reid suggested that basic proteins from
human spermatozoa might induce neoplastic transfor-
mation ofcervical epithelial cells,76 and the addition of
human sperm protamine to cervical cell cultures may
induce transformation in vitro.77 A lower risk of
cervical cancer in women whose partners have had
vasectomies has been recorded.78 The amount ofsperm
basic proteins differs in individual men,' and carriage
of high concentrations of these proteins may be one
aspect of "high risk" men.80

Oral contraceptives
An association between oral contraception and
cervical neoplasia has not been established.'6
Epidemiological studies are difficult because of the
large number of confounding variables, such as age,
coital factors, reasons for adopting oral contracep-
tion, and the problems of establishing appropriate
control groups. If there is an association, it is likely to
be weak.

Immunologicalfactors
An association between iatrogenic immunosuppres-
sion and CIN has been described several times in renal
transplant recipients. Schneider et al found a 4.5%
prevalence of CIN in this group, which was seven
times more than in non-immunosuppressed patients.8'
Depression of immune function has been described in
homosexual men without HIV infection who practise
frequent anal intercourse,82 and Frazer et al postulated
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that this might be due to the burden of other infec-
tions.83 Whether antigen overload similarly causes
impaired immunity in women, and whether this might
be a factor in cervical carcinogenesis, is not known.

Discussion

How can the knowledge of the epidemiology and
aetiology of cervical cancer that has accumulated in
recent years be applied in clinical practice? This
question can be answered by considering general
prophylaxis by screening for preinvasive disease,
specific prophylaxis by intervention against known or
suspected aetiological agents, and health education.

SCREENING PROGRAMMES
Cytological screening for cervical neoplasia has been
in use for over 30 years, and remains the mainstay of
control. During the past decade this has been sup-
plemented by colposcopy for women found to have
abnormal smears.8' Good control programmes have a
major effect in reducing deaths from cervical cancer.
This has been shown many times, for example in
studies of time trends in mortality from the disease in
Nordice countries.85 In 1965-82 in Sweden, where
there is a nationwide programme, mortality fell by
50%; in Denmark, where 40% of the population are
covered by organised programmes, there was a fall of
25%; but in Norway, with only 5% of the population
covered, the mortality fell by merely 10%. In the
United Kingdom there is no generally applied screen-
ing programme, and in 1974-82 deaths from cervical
cancer decreased by 7%.8687

Like other biological procedures, cervical cytology
can be inaccurate. The proportion of false negative
reports may be as high as 30%,' because of either
inadequate sampling of the cervix or human error. In
principle, this underdiagnosis can be compensated by
regularly repeated screening, but this is unsatisfactory.
The automation of cytology or the development of
new techniques, such as cervicography or biochemical
tests for dysplasia, however, may substantially reduce
false negative reporting. A further problem lies in the
lack of correspondence between cervical cytology and
histology results. Women may have more severe
abnormalities than had been expected from initial
screening, and mildly atypical cervical appearances
may be associated with CIN3 or even invasive can-
cer.89` The use of colposcopy to investigate women
with any type of abnormal smear would resolve this
difficulty, although there are obviously major difficul-
ties of logistics.

Screening is most effective when concentrated on
women who are at high risk of cervical neoplasia.
Women who attend clinics for STD are not a
homogeneous group, but most are young, they or their
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partners, or both, have multiple sexual contacts, and
they do not use barrier contraception. This subgroup
shows the epidemiological characteristics of a "high
risk" group, and it is surprising that they have been so
little studied. The available data are difficult to
interpret because varied criteria are used to select
patients for screening, the methods used differ, and
there are few satisfactory population based controls.
Maw and Hanley, who had a consistent policy of
performing cytology on women attending an STD
clinic in Belfast if they had not undergone cytology
elsewhere for a year, reported that the proportion of
dysplastic smears was not only consistently higher
than in family planning clinics in the area but had also
shown a steady increase during the years 1970-81.`
Briggs et al found that the prevalence of abnormal
cytology results in an STD clinic in Seattle was over
five times that reported in a national screening
programme.92 Lyttle et al discovered abnormal smears
in 14-6% of an unselected group of women attending
an STD clinic in Christchurch, New Zealand.93 These
data show that cytological screening in STD clinics is
essential. The proportion of clinics in the UK that
offer this service is not known. A self selected group of
116 clinics replied to a questionnaire as follows: 54
performed routine cytology for all new patients; 23 did
so only for patients who had not undergone cytology
elsewhere during the preceding year; 35 undertook
selective screening based on age, indications of a
cervical abnormality, or other factors; and four did
not perform cytology at all.94 These figures probably
overstate the provision of cytology in STD clinics
nationwide, as those already undertaking cytology
would be more likely to want to take part in a study of
this kind.

Ifcolposcopy of all women with abnormal smears is
now thought to be advisable, generating large num-
bers ofthese smears from STD clinics will cause major
problems. In most parts ofthe world colposcopy units,
if available, are already heavily committed. One
possible solution is to arrange for colposcopy in STD
clinics. This is already undertaken in some units. It is
obviously important that colposcopists are fully
trained, and that facilities are available for cervical
biopsy specimens to be taken. It is also essential that
there is a clear working agreement with local gyn-
aecologists about the treatment of preinavasive
cervical disease. Histologically confirmed CIN 1 or 2
could be treated in the clinic by cryotherapy or other
means. The treatment of CIN 3, the management of
patients with abnormal smears whose cervices cannot
be satisfactorily seen at colposcopy, and the treatment
ofpatients with extensive multifocal disease all require
the intervention ofa gynaecologist, and before colpos-
copy is started in an STD clinic such collaboration
must be ensured.
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Sex and cervical cancer
In the UK there has recently been public concern

about the efficacy of current procedures for cercival
cytopathology screening, and proposals have been
made for the implementation of a national computer-
ised programme of call and recall for screening by
cervical cytology and the introduction of a standard
computerised system for histopathology records.`
Admittedly, there are disadvantages in traditional
cervical cytology, but this has been the basis ofcervical
cancer prevention for many years, and has achieved
great success in some countries. Until the practicality
and efficacy ofalternative screening techniques such as
cervicography have been established it is better to
press for improvements in existing procedures rather
than advocate new ones.
There can be no doubt that cervical cytology,

supplemented by colposcopy, should be available for
women who attend STD clinics, and in these high risk
groups yearly screening is usual' It is important that
all women should be informed of the results of their
tests, and that those with reported abnormalities are
recalled for further investigations. In most clinics a
system already exists for the recall of patients who
require further treatment or surveillance. Reporting
the results of cervical cytology to patients' general
practitioners, and enrolling women attending STD
clinics into a national computerised cervical cytology
service, when such exists, raise important ethical issues
concerning confidentiality, which have not yet been
addressed. For effective cervical cancer control these
women, many ofwhom are at high risk, should clearly
be included in a call and recall system and their general
practitioners should know the results oftheir cytology.
The problem ofhow to achieve this without breach of
confidence regarding attendance at an STD clinic
requires urgent consideration.

SPECIFIC PROPHYLAXIS
Preventing cervical neoplasia by identifying and treat-
ing causal agents, or by immunisation against such
agents, is an attractive hypothetical idea. If specific
HPV genotypes are accepted as necessary agents in the
pathogenesis of the disease (admitting the existence of
one or more cofactors), would their identification
assists clinicians? DNA hybridisation has been
proposed as an adjunct to cervical cytology; the
detection ofHPV 16 has been said to identify women
at high risk of rapid progression of mild cervical
atypia, and these women should be treated promptly
regardless of age.' If these ideas are correct, the
sensitivity and specificity of hybridisation tests, for
which kits may soon be commercially available, will be
of crucial importance; errors might result in a woman
being subjected to unnecessary surgery. In 1983 Kauf-
man et al concluded that until more information is
available on the natural history of lesions associated
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with HPV, dysplasia associated with clinical or
cytological evidence of HPV infection should be
treated no differently from dysplasia without such
evidence' It may well be prudent to extend these
observations to include DNA indentification, and to
await further clarification before hybridisation is used
as a complement to cervical cytology.
Women who have genital warts or partners with

genital warts often show evidence of CIN."67 For this
reason, identifying, by standard contact tracing meth-
ods, the sexual partners ofmen attending STD clinics
with penile warts, followed by their clinical examina-
tion and cervical cytology, is most desirable. Whether
the comprehensive treatment of penile and vulval
warts would ultimately reduce the incidence of CIN is
an open question, but these lesions are mostly due to
infection by the "low risk" genotypes HPV 6 and 11.
Obsessive treatment of all genital warts, even if it was
effective, might make little difference to levels of CIN.
As there is no convincing that other genital infections
are aetiologically connected with CIN, their presence
does not indicate the need for any investigation for
CIN or for surveillance, other than routine cytology.

HEALTH EDUCATION
Until the advent of the acquired immune deficiency
syndrome (AIDS), health education about sexually
transmitted diseases received little attention or resour-
ces. Now many countries have developed public
education programmes regarding AIDS, emphasising
the risks of sexual promiscuity and advocating the
more general use of condoms. In the long run, these
programmes may help to reduce the incidence of
cervical neoplasia. Many countries also have health
education programmes relating to cervical neoplasia,
emphasising the need for all women to undergo
regular cytology, and explaining what is involved.
Some coordination of these programmes should be
considered. STD clinics offer good opportunities for
health advice, both generally to prevent STD and
specifically to prevent cervical cancer. It seems vir-
tually certain that the incidence of CIN will continue
to escalate in the forseeable future, and workers in
STD clinics will have an important role in its early
diagnosis and prevention.
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